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damping parameters in Timoshenko beams.2 The Abstract ProblemLet V and H be complex Hilbert spaces satisfying V ,! H = H� ,! V � (see [16]for the construction of this so-called Gelfand triple), where we denote their topolog-ical duals by V � and H�, respectively. Let Q be the admissible parameter metricspace with metric d. We consider the parameter dependent second order abstractinhomogeneous initial value problem in V ��u(t) +B(q) _u(t) +A(q)u(t) = f(t)u(0) = u0_u(0) = u1; (2:1)where A(q) and B(q) are parameter dependent di�erential operators and q 2 Q. Thecorresponding variational formulation is given by< �u(t);  >V �;V +�1(u(t);  ) + �2( _u(t);  ) =< f(t);  >V �;V for  2 Vu(0) = u0_u(0) = u1; (2:2)with < �; � >V �;V denoting the duality product [16]. We assume that the sesquilin-ear forms �1(q) and �2(q), where �i(q) : V �V ! Cl , satisfy the following conditions:(A1) Boundedness. There exist ci > 0; i = 1; 2 such that for q 2 Qj�i(q)(�; )j � cij�jV � j jV for �; 2 V ;(A2) V-Coercivity. There exist ki > 0 and �i > 0; i = 1; 2 such that for q 2 QRe�i(q)(�; �) � kij�j2V � �ij�j2H ; � 2 V ;(A3) Continuity. For q; ~q 2 Q and i = 1; 2j�i(q)(�; )� �i(~q)(�; ) j � di(q; ~q)j�jV j jV ; �;  2 V;where di(q; ~q)! 0 as d(q; ~q)! 0:If (A1) holds, then �1; �2 de�ne operators A(q); B(q) 2 L(V; V �) by�1(q)(�; ) = < A(q)�; >V �;V�2(q)(�; ) = < B(q)�; >V �;V for �; 2 V :2



In this manner, we have the equivalence of (2.2) and (2.1). The conditions (A1)-(A3)are su�cient to establish well posedness and continuous dependence results for (2.1)and (2.2).Theorem 1 If the sesquilinear forms �1 and �2 satisfy conditions (A1)-(A3) with �1symmetric and f 2 L2((0; T ); V �), then, for each w0 = (u0; u1) 2 H = V �H, theinitial value problem (2.2) has a unique solution w(t) = (u(t); _u(t)) 2 L2((0; T ); V �V ). Moreover, this solution depends continuously on f and w0 in the sense that themapping fw0; fg ! w = (u; _u) is continuous fromH�L2((0; T ); V �) to L2((0; T ); V�V ). We have in Theorem 1 stated the well posedness of the system (2.2) in a weakvariational setting. We can take an alternative (but, as we shall see, equivalent)approach using the theory of semigroups [11], [12]. We can rewrite the second ordersystem (2.1) as a �rst order system for w(t) = (u(t); _u(t))T on a product space. Wede�ne the product space V = V � V in addition to H = V �H above and observethat V� = V � V � in the Gelfand triple V ,! H ,! V�. The �rst order system canbe written as _w(t) = Aw(t) + F (t) in V�w(0) = w0; (2:3)where F (t) = (0; f(t))T 2 V�; w0 = (u0; u1)T 2 H andA =  0 I�A �B ! 2 L(V;V�): (2.4)With the assumptions on �1 and �2 given in Theorem 1, the operator A is thein�nitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup T (t) on V� (see [4] or [2]). Then,by de�nition, mild solutions of (2.3) in V� are given byw(t; q) = T (t)w0 + Z t0 T (t� s)F (s) ds : (2.5)Theorem 2 Suppose w0 = (u0; u1)T 2 H = V �H, f 2 L2((0; T ); V �), and sesquilin-ear forms �1 and �2 are given as in Theorem 1. Then (2.2) has a unique solution inL2((0; T ); V � V ) and it is given by the mild solution (2.5).For the proofs of both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 see [4].For computational e�orts in control and estimation of these systems, it is animportant result to note that the weak formulation and the semigroup formulation3



yield the same solutions. In actuality, this equivalence can be given under weakerassumptions on �2 than (A2). If one relaxes the assumption on �2 to H-semiellipticity,one can show that the operator A of (2.4) de�nes a C0-semigroup on H which canbe extended to a space Y , a proper subset of V� which contains elements of theform (0; v�); v� 2 V �. Then (2.5) can still be used to de�ne mild solutions and theequivalence of solutions from Theorem 2.1 with mild solutions can be established (see[4] for details).3 The Optimization ProblemWe formulate the estimation problem as a least squares �t to observations. We seek�q 2 Q which minimizesJ(u; z; q) = ���� ~C2� ~C1 fu(ti; ~x; q)g � fz(ti)g� ����2 : (3.1)In (3.1), u(ti; q) is the solution to (2.2) (or the �rst component of the state vectorw(t; q) in (2.5)) evaluated at ti, z(ti) are pointwise time and pointwise space mea-surements. The operator ~C1 may be in the form of the identity, time di�erentiationd=dt , or time di�erentiation twice d2=dt2 , each followed by pointwise evaluation intime and space (at x = ~x). The operator ~C2 may be the identity (correspondingto time domain identi�cation procedures) or the Fourier transform (corresponding toidenti�cation in the frequency domain). In this paper we only treat the operator ~C2in form of the Fourier transform. If the measurements are taken with �xed samplingtime, i.e., �t = ti � ti�1 = ti+1 � ti for all i and with a total of �N samples at the�xed space position x = ~x (this is often the case in experiments), then the Fourierseries coe�cients for 0 � i � �N are given by~C2 n ~C1fu(ti; ~x; q)gok = U(k; q) = 1�N �N�1Xi=0 ~C1fu(ti; ~x; q)g e�jk(2�= �N) i; (3.2)~C2 fz(ti)gk = Z(k) = 1�N �N�1Xi=0 z(ti) e�jk(2�= �N) i; (3.3)where ti = i��t and k = 0; 1; : : : ; �N�1. In (3.2), we use the generic symbol U(k; q) torepresent the Fourier coe�cients of the transform of ~C1fu(�; ~x; q)g for all three formsof ~C1. With �t as the sampling time, the kth value of the frequency correspondingto the kth coe�cient is given by fk = 1�t� �N k (3.4)4



and the corresponding magnitudes are given by jU(k; q)j and jZ(k)j.We assume that there are a �nite and distinct number (< �N ) of \spikes"among the Z(k). Since each spike can be described by its frequency (correspondingto its index), magnitude and width of the spike, we will make some modi�cations tothe cost function (3.1) when ~C2 is the Fourier transform. Let �NM be the number ofspikes among the Z(k). We shall assume(A4) The number of spikes of the solution U(k; q) is the same as �NM .After reindexing coe�cients of spikes among the Z(k) and U(k; q) and denoting theindices by kz̀, kù for ` = 1; : : : ; �NM with 0 � kz̀; kù � �N � 1, the frequency domaincost function can be more appropriately expressed byĴ(q) = Ĵ(u; z; q) (3.5)= �NMX̀=1 ��1 ��� fkù(q)� fkz̀ ���2 + �2 NX̀j=�n` j jU(kù + j; q)j � jZ(kz̀ + j)j j2�;where �1; �2 are weight constants, and n`; N` are certain lower and upperlimits associated with the width (or the support) of the `th spike. The �rst part ofthe cost function (3.5) is related to the frequencies and the second part is related tothe magnitude and the width of each spike. The limits n` and N` depend on the`th spike and are chosen so that n` and N` are the last i and last j respectively, forwhich the following conditions are satis�ed:jZ(kk̀ � i)j � 20%jZ(kz̀)jfor i = 1; 2; : : : ; n`, and jZ(kz̀ + j)j � 20%jZ(kz̀)jfor j = 1; 2; : : : ; N`. The motivation behind our choice related to the width of thespike is that in traditional modal analysis, the width at approximately 30% of thepeak value of the spike is used to estimate the damping ratio for the `th mode. Hencetaking a conservative approach and using the width at 20% of the peak value shouldguarantee the inclusion of substantial damping information in the Fourier coe�cients.If the parameter �q minimizes (3.5), then we shall take �q as the estimate ofthe parameter which best describes the system in the frequency domain, i.e. theleast squares �t of the model to data in the frequency domain sense. Hereafter, weinterpret (3.1) as (3.5) whenever ~C2 is the Fourier transform.5



4 Approximation TechniqueThe minimization in our parameter estimation problem involves an in�nite dimen-sional state space governed by (2.1). For computational purpose, �nite dimensionalapproximations are necessary. To make these approximations, we �rst select a se-quence of �nite dimensional spaces HN which are subspaces of H. We de�ne orthog-onal projections PNH : H ! HN , PNV : V ! HN , and choose the �nite dimensionalspaces HN = HN �HN . We denote the orthogonal projections of H = V �H ontoHN by PNH . For convenience, we will hereafter restrict our consideration to the casewhere f 2 C1([0; T ];V ). Then the approximating estimation problems with �nitedimensional state spaces can be stated as �nding q 2 Q which minimizesJN(uN ; z; q) = ���� ~C2� ~C1fuN(ti; ~x; q)g � fz(ti)g� ����2 ; (4:1)or Ĵ(q) = ĴN(uN ; z; q) (4.2)= �NMX̀=1 ��1 ���� fkuN` (q)� fkz̀ ����2 + �2 NX̀j=�n` ��� jUN(kuN` + j; q)j � jZ(kz̀ + j)j ���2� :In (4.1) and (4.2), uN is an approximate solution which satis�es a readily-solved �nitedimensional system approximating (2.1) given by�uN(t) +BN(q) _uN(t) +AN(q)uN(t) = PNH f(t)uN(0) = PNV u0_uN(0) = PNH u1; (4:3)or equivalently the �rst coordinate of the state vectorwN (t; q) = T N (t)PNHw0 + Z t0 T N(t� s)PNH F (s) ds : (4.4)Here AN and BN are Galerkin approximations to A and B, respectively, and T N (t)is the obvious corresponding approximation to T (t), the semigroup of (2.5) generatedby the operators of (2.4). Moreover, UN (k; q), for k = 0; 1; : : : ; �N�1, in (4.2) is givenby UN (k; q) = 1�N �N�1Xi=0 ~C1fuN(ti; ~x; q)g e�jk(2�= �N) i; (4:5)and fkuN` is de�ned in the same manner as fkù.In (4.2), we have assumed that the number of \spikes" present in the approxi-mate solution is the same as �NM , the number of \spikes" in the data z. If one chooses6



N such that N � 2 �NM , then this assumption, which is (A4) for the approximationproblems, is guaranteed.Solving the estimation problems with �nite dimensional state spaces, we ob-tain a sequence of estimates f�qNg. To obtain parameter estimate convergence andcontinuous dependence (with respect to the observations fz(ti)g) results, when ~C2 isthe Fourier transform operator, it has been shown in [1], [5] that it su�ces, under theassumption that Q is a compact set, to argue: for arbitrary fqNg � Q with qN ! q,we have ~C2 ~C1 uN(t; qN)! ~C2 ~C1 u(t; q)for each t.We �rst observe that the \solutions" UN (k; qN) corresponding to the approx-imating systems provide approximate solutions to the original system \solutions"U(k; q).Theorem 3 Suppose fqNg � Q is an arbitrary sequence with qN ! �q as N ! 1.Let UN (k; qN) denote the Fourier series coe�cients for ~C1fuN(t; qN)g where uN isthe solution to the initial value problem (4.3) corresponding to qN and let U(k; �q)denote the Fourier series coe�cients for ~C1fu(t; �q)g where u is the solution to theinitial value problem (2.1) corresponding to �q. If ~C1fuN(t; qN)g ! ~C1fu(t; �q)g in Vnorm, and pointwise evaluation is continuous in the V norm, then�NMX̀=1 � �1 ���� fkuN` (qN)� fkù(�q)����2 + �2 NX̀j=�n` ��� jUN(kuN` + j; qN)j � jU(kù + j; �q)j ���2� ! 0as N !1.Now we are ready to state the main theorem for parameter estimation in thefrequency domain formulation.Theorem 4 Assume that the parameter space Q is a compact subset of Euclideanspace. Then each of the approximating estimation problems for (4.2) has a solution�qN . Moreover, the sequence f�qNg � Q admits a convergent subsequence f�qNjg with�qNj ! �q 2 Q as j !1. If for each q 2 Q , U(k; q) is de�ned as in Theorem 3, then�q is a solution to the original optimization problem for (3.5).For the proof of both these theorems, see [7].Continuous dependence of parameter estimates on observations (an analogue ofthe \method stability" of [1], [5]) can be established for frequency domain estimationproblems using the ideas above with the arguments given in [1], [5] and [7].7



Next we consider conditions under which ~C1fuN (t; qN)g would converge to~C1fu(t; q)g in V -norm. For the following theorems, some assumptions on the �nitedimensional spaces HN are required. We assume(A5) HN � V � H.(A6) For each z 2 V , there exists ẑ 2 HN such that jz � ẑN jV ! 0 as N !1.Theorem 5 Suppose both �1(q) and �2(q) in (2.2) satisfy the conditions (A1)-(A3)and that conditions (A5)-(A6) hold. Let qN be arbitrary such that qN ! q in Q. ThenT N (t; qN)PNH � ! T (t; q)�; � 2 H; t > 0and AN(qN)T N(t; qN)PNH � ! A(q)T (t; q)�; � 2 H; t > 0in V norm, with the convergence being uniform in t on compact subintervals. HereT N (t; q) and T (t; q) are the analytic semigroups generated by AN (q) and A(q), re-spectively.For a proof of this theorem, see [3], [6].Corollary 1 Let AN(q) and A(q) be the in�nitesimal generators of the analyticsemigroups T N(t; q) and T (t; q), respectively, and f 2 C1([0; T ];V ). Then for ~C1 inone of the forms: identity, d=dt or d2=dt2 we have~C1fuN(t; qN)g ! ~C1fu(t; q)gin V -norm, where uN(t; qN) and u(t; q) are the �rst coordinate of (4.4) and (2.5)respectively.This corollary follows from Theorem 5. For the detailed proof when ~C1 = d2=dt2 see[6]. Before concluding this section, some comments on the assumption (A4) areappropriate. All our parameter estimation investigations have shown (and simpleanalysis of 2nd order damped scalar systems suggest) that the frequencies of thevibration of a beam are primarily determined by parameters representing sti�ness,mass density of the beam and mass of the tip body, whereas the magnitude of eachexcited mode is determined by the damping parameters (as well as the excitationforce, of course). Sti�ness and mass can be measured and calculated quite accuratelythrough the experiments and these values can be used in the process of parameter8



identi�cation (ID). That is, those measured quantities can be used as initial values tobegin optimization. Using (4.2) as a cost function, we have carried out our parameterID using the following three steps to ensure that (A4) was satis�ed. First, we �xdamping parameters with values from our knowledge of previous experience withexperimental con�gurations similar to the one being studied. We use the measuredsti�ness and mass as initial values and optimize on those parameters. Then we�x the sti�ness and mass parameters at the optimal values resulting from the �rststep and optimize on the damping parameters. Finally, we proceed to carry out anoptimization on all parameters using the optimal values of the parameters from theprevious steps as an initial guess. Our numerical e�orts with such a procedure here(and in previously reported �ndings) have proved most satisfactory.The basic mathematical model that we have considered in connection with thee�orts discussed in this paper is the Timoshenko equations for a cantilevered beamwith tip body. We shall describe the model in some detail in the next section.5 ExampleAs an example, we apply the techniques outlined above to the exural vibrations ofelastic beams represented by models that include the e�ects of rotary inertia and sheardeformation. We consider a cantilevered beam with tip body, internal or materialdamping, and an applied transverse force. The partial di�erential equation togetherwith boundary conditions based on the Timoshenko theory in terms of the bendingmoment M(t; x) and the shear force S(t; x) are given by (see [8], [9], [13], [14] and[15]) �@2u@t2 (t; x)� @S@x (t; x) +  @u@t (t; x) = ~f(t; x);�r2@2�@t2 (t; x)� @M@x (t; x)� S(t; x) = 0; 0 < x < `; t > 0 ;mc@2u@t2 (t; `) + (Jo +mc2)@2�@t2 (t; `) +M(t; `) = 0; t > 0 ;m@2u@t2 (t; `) +mc@2�@t2 (t; `) + S(t; `) = 0; t > 0 ;u(t; 0) = �(t; 0) = 0; t > 0 : (5:1)Here � is the linear mass density, u(t; x) is the transverse displacement, �(t; x) is therotation of the beam cross section, ~f(t; x) is the external applied transverse forces,r2 = I=A where I is the moment of inertia of the cross sectional area A and ` is9



the length of the beam. In (5.1), viscous (air) damping has been taken into accountwith  as damping coe�cient. We have assumed that the tip body has mass m andmoment of inertia Jo about its center of mass which is assumed to be located at adistance c from the tip of the beam along the beam's axis or centerline. The bendingmoment and shear force with Kelvin-Voigt damping are given byM(t; x) = EI @�@x(t; x) + cDI @2�@t@x(t; x) ; (5.2)S(t; x) = �AG�(t; x) + �Acs @�@t (t; x) ; (5.3)where G is the shear modulus, � is a correction factor, the shear distortion �(t; x)is de�ned by @u(t; x)=@x� �(t; x), cDI is the bending damping coe�cient, and csrepresents resistance related to shear strain rate. The possible parameters of thesystem to be considered areq = (�;A;G;EI;m; c; Jo; ; cDI; cs) 2 Q � lR10. In view of the physical meaning ofeach parameter, the admissible parameter set will be taken to be a compact subsetof lR10 with c;  � 0 and each of �;A;G;EI;m; Jo; cDI; cs bounded below by somepositive constants.The Hilbert spaces H and V are de�ned by H = lR2 �H0(0; `) �H0(0; `)with inner product for � = (�1; �2; �1; �2), 	 = (�1; �2;  1;  2) 2 H< � ;	 >H = < �(�1; �2) ; (�1; �2) >lR2 + < ��1 ;  1 >+< �r2�2 ;  2 > (5.4)where � is given by � =  m mcmc mc2 + Jo ! ; (5:5)and V = f(�1; �2; �1; �2) 2 H j�i 2 H1L(0; `); �i = �i(`); i = 1; 2g with inner productfor �;	 2 V< � ;	 >V = < (D�1 � �2) ; (D 1 �  2) >+< D�2 ;D 2 > : (5:6)Here we use the notation D = @=@x and H1L(0; `) = f� 2 H1(0; `)j�(0) = 0g. Anormalized variational form of (5.1) has the same form as (2.2)< �z(t) ;� >V �;V + �1(q)(z(t);�) + �2(q)( _z(t);�) = < f(t) ;� >H 8� 2 Vz(0) = 0_z(0) = 0; 10



with z(t) = (u(t; 1); �(t; 1); u(t; �); �(t; �))� = (�1(1); �2(1); �1; �2)f(t) = (0; 0; ��1 ~f(t; �); 0);and �1(q)(z(t);�) = < �AG (Du � �) ; (D�1 � �2) >+< EI D� ;D�2 > ; (5.7)�2(q)( _z(t);�) = < �Acs (D _u � _�) ; (D�1 � �2) >+< cDI D _� ;D�2 >+<  _u ; �1 >: (5.8)The �rst order abstract form of (5.1) for w(t) = (z(t); _z(t))T is_w(t) = A(q)w(t) + F (t);where A(q) =  0 I�A(q) �B(q) !with A(q)z(t) = ���1(��AG(�(1) �Du(1)); EI D�(1)); (5.9)��1D(�AG(��Du));(�r2)�1(D(EI D�) � �AG(��Du))�;B(q) _z(t) = ���1(��Acs( _�(1)�D _u(1)); cDI D _�(1)); (5.10)��1D(�Acs( _��D _u)) + ��1 _u;(�r2)�1(D(cDI D _�)� �Acs( _��Du))�:The domain of A(q) is de�ned bydom(A(q)) = f� = (�;	) 2 V �H j	 2 V;EI D�2 + cDID 2 2 H1(0; 1);�AG(�2 �D�1) + �Acs( 2 �D 1) 2 H1(0; 1)g:With the chosen parameter space, both �1(q) and �2(q) satisfy (A1)-(A3) henceA(q)generates an analytic semigroup.A Galerkin method can be applied in developing an approximation scheme(see [3], [15] for details) with cubic splines chosen to generate a set of basis elements11


